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INTRODUCTION

"Without strong champions, education will
be eclipsed. . . ."
Nothing is more important to the future of this country than a
vibrant, equitable and resilient education system. And nothing
is more needed to sustain such a system than enthusicstic and
informed leadership. Yet, as important as education is to our
country, it is nevertheless only one of many vital concerns
competing for public attention and resources. Without strong
champions, education will be eclipsed or will receive less than
its due. at a time when we cannot afford to slacken our commit-
ment.

It is with the critical need for informed, sustained leadership in
mind that we offer this handbook. Its purpose is threefold.

First, to provide a short, readable synthesis of what we know
about the basics of education how students learn, how
good teachers teach, how good schools become and remain
good and how poorer schools can change and improve.
Anyone charged with respons:bility for education decisions
should know these basics, fo they define what it is we are all
trying to achieve.

Second, we want to sketch the environment within which
education decisions will be made over the coming five )ears.
Although we cannot know the details of the future, especially
for every state or community, we do know what forces will
shape education and influence our policies and decisions.
Clearly, the future will require imaginative and resourceful
'eaders.
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Last, we offer this handbook as a reference source for
speeches, papers and general information about education.
Not only does it contain a great many facts and figures, it lists
further sources of information far readers who wont to explore
particular problems and issues in greater depth.

I expect that you will find this booklet useful. I hope that as we
all use it in our different ways and contexts, we will be reminded
of haw many ideals we share in spite of our diversity. Congratu-
lations an having assumed responsibility far some important
elements of education in America and best wishes for a
productive and gratifying term of service

Charles S. Robb
Governor of Virginia
1984-85 Chair
Education Commission of the States
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ACKEFILEDLMAKtha...
DECISIONS ABOUT
EDUCATION

"Most decisions are reactive. . .

Many factors must be considered '.., make an educated guess
about the future of education. Trends in our economy and
population, and in social, political and cultural circumstances
will shape the ways we think about education and the problems
we will have to solve.

Such factors as single-parent families, the growing minority
population -Ind fluctuations in those who graduate and those
who drop out are important concerns for the future. Economic
considerations such as job availability, training and retraining,
and computer technology must be addressed. And, of course,
the school's role in students' personal, social, academic and
vocational development will change along with society and the
economy.

Education as we know it is rapidly changing. Policy makers must
be willing to address such problems as managing short- and
long-term changes, dealing with population and enrollment
changes and delivering appropriate educational experiences
with economy and efficiency.

8
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Although education is very important to all of us, does not
exist independently of many other important concerns and it is
subject to powerful shaping forces. Policy decisions about
education are made in the context of other matters competing
for resources and in anticipation of, or response to, such
influences as the economy, population trends or social, political
and cultural circumstances.

Most decisions are reactive. we react to a teacher shortage or a
baby boom or campus unrest or a state fiscal shortfall Some
decisions rest upon modest short-term projections about a school
district's eroding tax base or the probable consequences of a new
state spending cap or a couri decision about educational
opportunity. Rarely are decisions made on the basis of informa-
tion about the long term 5, 10 or more years down the line.
This is so for two very good reasons

First, major decisions about schools, districts or state education
systems are largely political, and politics tends to I-- olve the
immediate, the concrete and the expedient course of action
"We'l I cross that bridge when we get to it," most people quite
sensibly tell themselves.

Second, the future is full of surprises and we have al I learned
that prophets of doom or salvation are not always right. Com-
mercially successful claims to the contrary, there real ly are no
trustworthy crystal balls Few of us are willing to risk millions
of dollars and millions of children on the claims of the latest
futurist to make the talk-show rounds

Nevertheless, we have to make educated guesses about the
future, if only because education itself is so future-dependent:
when we put a child in kindergarten, we assume that what she
learns there c- -' in successive years will prove useful in a world
12, 16 or 20 years into the future

What follows is a synthesis of educated guesses about the forces
most likely to influence education decision making over ti ?.xt

decade. Some must be taken with the usual grain of sal We
present all of them, however, with three purposes in mir,d
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First, each may, indeed, have a significant impact upon
education in some particular community or state, if not across
the nation, so readers should ask themselves to what degree
each is an appropriate concern.

Second, the exercise of considering potential influences and
placing education concerns in many different interpretive
contexts is itself beneficial, regardless of whether particular
trends hold u p or wash out over the years. Strategic thinking is
a good habit to get into, as long as you don't get so carried
away by the abstractions that you lose touch with common
sense and everyday experience.

Third, discussions of possibilities inevitably bring people to
consider ways of doing things in a new light. Conversations
about possibility remind us that anything is possible, any-
thing is changeable, anything can be improved.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES

Enrollments in public elementary schools will increase
gradually during the late 1980s as the 5- to 17-year-old popu-
lation rises from 44 million toal most 52.3 million in the year
2000.

Demands for public and private preschool services will con-
tinue to rise, as will concerns about their value and account-
ability. One derringrapher forecasts a 12% boost in enroll-
ment in grades i between 1985 and 1990: many of these
children will need preschool services almost immediately.

Both of the above trends will vary markedly from state to
state, due to migratian patterns, average population age and
soon. Best overall guesses are that Northeastern and North-
central states will continue to I Dse populations while
Southern, Sun Belt and Weste "states will grow. Among
states and even within states, some schools will be closing
while others areopening or dealing with overcrowding.
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SCHOOL ENROLLMENT TRENDS, 1970

PROJECTIONS, 1985-2000

Marked Decline

O Stable to Declining

Growing

Ili
..../L-...L___

Source: Joel Sherman, National Institute of Education.
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O Stable to Declining
Growth
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The school enrollment in 23 of the 25 largest cities in America
is 70% minority students; by the end of the decade, large-city
schools will be serving minority young people almost exclu-
sively. Morethan a third of them will be non-English-speaking
students requiring spec,altreatment, and many of them will
bring the problems associated with poverty and disadvantage
into the classroom. A majority of the students in all California
elementary schools now came from minority populations;
almost half the students in Texas public schools are minorities.
These proportions will grow. If these students do not receive a
qual.'y education and move into decent jabs, they will pu'
sucF a strain an state treasuries that mare and more relatively
well-off citizens will be Jnob'e to live the lives they hope to
live. The majority population thus has a strong financial
incentive to ensure quality education for minorities.

More than half of all children will now live port of their lives
with a single parent before they are 18 The figure today is 14
million, and 'twill grow.

Two-and-a-half million children now live in "blended
families," I e., they have step-parents, step-brothers and
sisters, etc.

About 7 million children return from school each day teen
empty home. By 1995, it is estimated, there may be as many
as 20 million of these "latchkey" children.

About 73% of children born in a given year qr-,duate from
high school, and another 10% receive hiG'1 schooi
equivalency certificate; before the age of 24. Over the next
decade, even larger proportions of students will earn
equivalency credentials instead of diplomas. Students with
diploma, represent a net gain for the state because they will
most likely work and pay taxes. Young people without
diplsmas represent a net lass to the state as they absorb more
star oney than they return. Thus, even slightfluctuations
of the dropout rate affect a state's or community's net "wealth "

For more facts and figures, see the appendix
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ECONOMIC INFLUENCES

Who can soy whot the economy will cio ever the next decode?
We know thct iacessions reduce the omount of money available
for addressing educotionol problems. If o reduction in ova iloble
money coincides with on increase in the number of students
needing costly services in o large urban district, the result can
be disostrous for the students, the city and the vorious state
ond local ogencies attempting to deal with welfare, crime and
health problems. If businesses leave o par;lculor community and
the tox base supporting public schools shrinks or rests dispropor-
tionately upon certain groups, the stote will hove to step in ond
help.

Policy mokers do not need encourogement to think obout money.
If onything, they need encourogement to focus less exclusiy,lly
on immediote fiscol matters ond turn attention to broader
economic concerns. For instance:

We will hove 21 million new jobs by 1990. Mony of these new
jobs moy carry on old title, but the tosks associated with them
will be very different and probably more sophisticated. Fewer
thon o million will be strictly "high tech" jobs. A majority of
the remaining jobs will be low-paying, low-prestige jobs
involving fost foods, soles, health core ond various service
occupotions. Mony high school and college groduotes ore
olready ' Jver sk 1 I I ed" for their jobs. Their numbers will rise
os "credentials inflation" and technology combine to place
more and more people in jobs for which they are too intelli-
gent ond imoginative.

We need to retroin the work force. Simultaneous with an over-
troi n ing problem moy be retraining problems Old jobs ore
either going to change or disappear. In each case, workers
will hove to be retrained. Whot kind of education best pro-
pores people forth is? What kind of education system is best
suited for retraining? Whot proportion of the investment
should he pub I ic a nd what proportion privote?

13 8



INTENDED AREA OF STUDY TRENDS,1977-84

Increasing in Interest

Business and
Corn merce

Communications
Computer Science

Decreasing in Interest

Agriculture
Architecture/Envi-

ronmental Design
Art
Biological Sciences
Education
English & Literature
Foreign Languages
Forestry/Conservation
Geography
History & Cultures
Horne Economics
Library Science
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy & Religion
Physical Sciences
Theater Arts
Trade & Vocational

Source. College Board, National Conn.-Bound Soniors, 1984

Trend Not Clear

Eng ineeriny
Health & Medical
Militai y Science
Psychology
Social Sciences

We need to use technology more intelligently Numerous and
sometimes contradictory predictions revolve around the eco-
nom is impact of the microcomputel . The hourly costs per child
for microcomputer instruction and teacher instruction are now
roughly equal. Some suggest this will lead to more efficient
distributions of labor in the schools and enable schools to be
more productive for the same amount of money. Others sug-
gest that corn puters add more to the cost of education than
they contribute in productivity and that the schools are
investing in the wrong equipment both hardware and soft-
ware at the wrong time. If the economies are there, private
sector education probably will flourish in the 80s and 90s.
Entrepreneurs may harness the potential of microcomputers,
videodisc technology and telecommunications to bring the
best knowledge and instruction in the country to anyone's
television screen or storefront learning center. Public educa-
tion, then forced to corn pete for customers in an open
economic market, will change in countless ways.
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Decisions about education over the next few yeors will probably
be mode in on environment in wh,ch state old for schools will
grow modestly, of best Federal old to state and locol governments
is expected to decrease in real dollars over the next few yeors
The high federal deficit will continue to keep real interest rates
high and retard investment until the deficit is brought under
control

REAL REVENUES FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FROM LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL
GOVERNMENTS, 1969-84

SOURCES OF REVENUE (BILLIONS)
(, PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUES

TOTAL'

FEDERAL

STATE

369 1

$3 2
(7 4%)
$27 6
(39 9%)

LOCAL

1969 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
*Relative to 1979

Sources are Education Finance on th. States 1984 (ECS) and he National Education
Association, Estimates of School Statistics, 1983 -84.
*Numbers may not total exactly because of rounding error
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To respond to increasing needsfor both education and other
state priorities-- In 1983, three-fourths of the states raised some
taxes. In 1984 the trend slowed down, probably because it was
an election year States will probably wait tofind out what the
federal government will do about taxes before making further
moves either to raise or to cut taxes. 'With state finances still
relatively healthy and enthusiasm for education reform still
strong, 1985 may be the last, best chance for big increases in
school aid fs, some time," says Steven Gold of the National
Conference of State Legislatures. "The window of oppartunity
may dose in many states in 1985."

EXPENDITURES OF STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS, 1971-72 AND 1981-82

1971-72

All other general
expenditures 20 7%

Interest on
general debt 3 6%

Police and fire
protection 5 1%

Health and
hospitals 7 7%

Highways 11 4%

1981-82

All other general
expenditures 24 1%

Interest on
general debt 4 6%

Police and fire
protectior 5 4%

Health and
hospitals 9 3%

Education 38 9%

Public welfare 12 6%

Total expenditures:
$166.9 billion

Highways 8 0%

Note: Because of rounding, percents may not add to 100.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances,
1981-1982.

Education 35 7%

Public welfare 13 0%

Total expenditures:
$433.5 billion

11 16
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL FORCES

American education is deeply influenced by the same ideological
conflicts that have enriched and complicated our national history.
Education does not take place in a vacuum; schools must reflect
and promote the values and ideas each generation wishes to
pass along to the next. Just as there are conservative and
progressive traditions in politics, there are conservative and
progressive traditions in education Sometimes one tradition is
ascendant, sometimes the other, either across the country or in
particular schools and districts. Usually, both are present in some
kind of compromise or creative tension.

The conservative and progressive traditions differ with respect
to *Ile responsibilities each would accord the state in its education
of chi!dren. In most of its forms, the conservative tradition would
limit the responsibilities of the state to those educational activities
and subjects of instruction that beor directly on the state's need
for informed and productive citizens. Today, those subjects
probably would be identified as reading, writing, arithmetic and
science. They would leave all other aspects of education up to
parents, the church and the community. From this poi nt of view,
the schools should impart certain basic kinds of knowledge and
allow other, more important institutions to help students shape
that knowledge in harmony with values developed beyond the
influence of the state. Education would address some of the
child's needs, as unobtrusively as possible, to meet the basic
needs of the state.

The progressive tradition charges the state with responsibility for
the whole child and focuses more upon the child's needs than
the state's. The assumption is that the state is best served if it
fosters the full development of each individual to his or her
maximum potential. Secondary assumptions are that the state
knows best how to do this, and that institutions such as church
and family are not serving a significant portion of the population.
The school must do it all. All, for the progressive, might include
health and sex education, the fine arts, foreign languages, social
skills and vocational training.

17 12



Over the years, ingenious combinations of both traditions have
obscured the pure forms and each tradition has guarded against
the excesses of the other Nevertheless, policy is shaped by people
with conservative or progressive leanings and education is
periodically swept in one direction or the other. It is clear that
the Reagan Administration reflects a more conservative educa-
tional philosophy than the previous one. This has affected the
relative influence of federal, state and local governments on
education, the relative amounts of money available for various
programs, the kinds of educational reform measures being
proposed in state legislatures and even the educational research
agenda.

Americans will always argue about these basic differences and
the role of the schools in shaping the personal, social, academic
and vocational futures of young people. Polls indicate that most
of us want the school tc, play some role in students' personal,
social, academic and vocational development; but which roles,
what relative emphases on each dimension and how to do it
must be negotiated school by school, district by district, year after
year.

Although explicit conflicts about the purpose and conduct of
public education may be the most obvious sociopolitical
infl uences on education decisions, they are by no means the only
sociopolitical influences Perhaps equally powerful influences
include ideological conflicts leading to censorship of school
materials, conflicts over national policy (e.g., the Vietnam War
or the nuclear freeze) or the "religious awakenings" to which
America periodically has been prone. All of these things create
the context within which both momentous and trivial decisions
must be made

13
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WHAT THESE INFLUENCES MEAN
FOR POLICY MAKERS

Brief as they are, the foregoing comments establish that
education as we kncw it is changing rapidly. Policies for dealing
with that change will be heavily influenced by factors lying
outside any one decision-maker's expertise or sphere of influence.
Already a collaborative enterprise by institutional 4esign,
education will have to become even more collaborative by a
conscious choice of each major actor. In deliberations about a
school, a district or an entire state system, the primary actors are
going to have to begin with the following questions.

Do we have a rational process for predicting likely short- and
long-term changes? Do we have a process for managing or
adjusting to change?

What arethe population, migration and enrollment trends for
our area? Is there a plan for dealing with them?

What kinds of educational experiences are most appropriate
for the kinds of students we can expect over the next decade?
Do we know how best to deliver them? Will we have the
money to deliver them in the best form?

Information about likely short- and long-term changes in your
area is available at many universities, legislative iesearch
bureaus and governors' offices You may have to develop a
system for collecting and interpreting the information regularly

To get a sense of some of the social trends likely to influence the
context of education decisions, read New Rules by Daniel
Yankelovitch (Random, 1977), Megatrends by John Naisbett
(Warner Books, 1983), The Third Wave by Alvin Toffler (Morrow,
1980) and The Prospects for Financing Elementary/Secondary
Education in the States by the School Finance Project (National
Institute of Education, December 1982)
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TO DISCOVER YOUR STATE'S CONTEXT
FOR EDUCATION DECISION MAKING

1. Collect demographic information. Check figures for school
enrollment, proportions for preprimary, elementary and
secondary; minorities, handicapped, rural, urban. Are these
figures going up or down?

2. Collect financial information. Check figures for education
revenues (taxes and tax bases), education expenditures
(salaries, programs, facilities, per-pupil dollars). Are these
figures going up or down?

3. Read about and observe the business, social and cultural
climate in your state. Are these aspects changing? How?

15 2 0



THE TARGET- OPTIMUM
CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING

"The ultimate ideal of American education
is to offer positive conditions. . . ."

Optimum conditions must be present for learning to take place.
A student who is healthy and encouraged to learn at a comfort-
able pace, in an environment of trust and respect, will likely
succeed.

However, variations in student motivation, knowledge of basic
prerequisites and appropriate instruction determine each
student's level and type of achievement, rate of learning and
attitudes toward a subject. It is the primary function of the
schools to understand and to base their academic programs on
the premise that almost every student can learn. Toward that
end, instruction can be improved significantly.

The apti m um conditions far learning are not secret. Most parents
know them at least intuitively, good teachers have known them
far centuries and research has laid them out time and again.
Learning is mast likely to take place when:

1. The student is healthy and adequately nourished

2. Student and teacher trt..,t and respect each ather and wark in
an environment that encourages learning.

3. The teacher assumes the student can learn and expects the
student ta learn

4. Bath teacher and student believe they can shape their worlds.

5. The student is actively engaged in the learning process, feels
relatively free ta learn and free ta make mistakes in hr Jr 'ner
unique style a nd at a camfartable pace, according ta the pur-
pose s/he sees far daing sa.



6. Student and teacher spend on apprcn 'late amount of time an
the task, and the student has time and encouragement to
practice.

7. The teacher is sensitive to individual student needs.

8. The teacher knows enough about the subject to translate con-
cepts into different terms sa different students can grasp them

9. Theteacher clearly specifies assignments and standards.

10. The teacher can accurately diagnose problems, imagine ways
of mcleting them and provide timely, constructive feedback
and correctives.

The ultimate ideal of America n education is to offer positive
conditions far every single student throughout his ar her years
in the system. Same readers may say, -That's al i very nice, but
what about the fact that same kids are smarter than others?
Won't there always be poor learners, even under optimum
conditions?" Benjamin Bloom, a distinguished education
researcher at the Universit, of Chicago, would answer "na." The
variations in learning that we see in the classroom, which hay.-
led us to believe that not all children are good learners, are
largely determined, Bloom believes, by two factors:

Each student's "learning history" the cu mu lative record of
what hear she has and has not learnedcombined with
motivation to learn. For example, a disadvantaged child,
probably but not necessarily poor, may have far fewer social
and cultural "exposures" and much less fami ly encourage-
ment to learn than an advantaged child.

The quality of instruction the student has received. A poor
teacher, even for a year ar two, may set back a child's learning
progress considerably. Even with good teachers, a child may
fail to progress if s/he has nat received enough individual
attention.

17 22



Bloom believes thot group instruction is inherently "replete with
errors." In any given classroom of 30 students, there ore 30
different "learner histories," some of \ ch will enable students
to understand the instruction, many u which will not. Unless
there is some way to correct the mismatches, such a system "is
likely to produce individual differences in learning that continue
and ore exaggerated over time." He contrasts this "error-full"
system of instruction and learning with the "error-free" system
represented by the interaction between a sensitive tutor and one
learner. He acknowledges that we will always need group
instruction, but believes we can move much closer to the one-on-
one ideal if we have systematic ways of identifying and
correcting the errors inherent in group instruction.

First, however, we must know which factors account for most of
the variotion in a given classroom. Bloom's research boils the
possibilities down to three:

1. The extentto which the student has already learned the basic
prerequisites to what is being taught. For example, to under-
stand percentages, a student must know his/her multiplica-
tion tables. In a singleclassroom, student multiplication skills
may range from none to complete mastery.

2. The extent to which the student is (or can be) motivated to
learn. Certoinly, teachers should be skilled and successful
mctivators, but unless other forces the family, peer groups,
other institutions reinforce such motivotion, it may fall short
of what is needed.

3. The extent to which the instruction to be given is appropriote
to the learner. Learning is difficult if materials are too 4,-,r
above or below a child's learning level, or if the teacher does
not find ways to make the subject alive, relevontand i m-
portantto the child.

Bloom believes that variations in these three factors will
determine each student's level and type of achievement, rate of
leorning and attitudes toward a subject and himself or herself
os a learner.
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Both a student's learning patterns and the quality of the
instruction in a school can be modified considerably. It follows,
then, that "changes in the school environment can relatively
quickly (in a single decade) make great changes in the learning
of students." How great? Bloom believes that in theory, four-fifths
of our students could easily learn what only one-fifth learn today.

Problems sure to arise when a theory moves toward practice
should not distract us from appreciating the virtues of the theory
itself and the values it promotes. Bloom urgues persuasively for
three principles that must undergird any improvement effort.
almost every student can learn what the schools have to teach;
instruction can be improved significantly toward that end; and
that is the primary function of the schools. He is fully aware
that his theory runs contrary to many long-held beliefs about
people and learning: "Equality of learning outcomes and virtual
equality in the learning process (time, help, means) are very
hard to accept in societies that have long accepted the concept
of widespread individual differences in school learning," he
writes If his theory is correct, "then the selective function of
schools must be lar jely abandoned in favor of the developmental
functions that schools must increasingly serve."

For more on this, read Human Characteristics and School
Learning, by Benjamin Bloom (McGraw-Hill, 1976)
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
GOOD TEACHERS AND
GOOD SCHOOLS

"All of us remember a teacher or two who
inspired us. .. ."
Effective teachers have high expectations and respect for each
student; they plan and manage their classroom time for optimum
academic focus; they establish rules and standards and adhere
to them; they allow for review; they provide feedback; and they
recognize student problems.

Some schools are more successful than others, not necessarily
through luck or tradition. But where you find teachers who inspire
and challenge students to do their best, where you find staff
development opportunities and mutual respect between teachers
and administrators, there you will find a good school.

GOOD TEACHERS

Effective teachers somehow seem able to help more studer3
learn more with less wasted time and energy. They come in all
sizes, shapes, colors, ages and personalities and can be found
teaching any course. All of us remember a teacher or two who
inspired us or challenged us or helped us discover something
a bou t oursel ves or the world that we have rever forgotten. Those
are the effective teachers.

Much of the research indicates that good teachers are good
people open, caring, conscientious, curious, imaginative,
disciplined and well-grounded in their fields of expertise. But it
is clear that a good person can be a poor teacher, so goodness
is not enough.

25
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Effective teachers know about the best conditions for learning
and structure their interaction with students to approach those
conditions. Specifically, they:

Hold and communicate high (but realistic) e -nations for
each student, knawhig that if the material to bt. 3a rned is
properly shaped, each student can learn it

Know how to plan for instruction and manage the classroom,
perfarm fair evaluations and handle canti ngencies with little
or no academic down-time

Establish and communicate clear rules arid standards af
behavior so that little time is wasted on discipline ar inter-
ruptions

Explain clearly what is expected af each student

Mow enough time for review and practice

Provide clear, frequent and useful feedback to students about
how they are doing

Know how to diagnose student problems, interpret student
interests and convey information in different styles and forms
for different learners

Respect students, listen sympathetically to them and disagree
with them without condescension or overindulgence

For more on effective teaching, read Learning From Teaching by
Brophy and Evertson (Al lyn and Bacon, 1976); Organizing and
Managing the Elementary School Classroom by C.M. Evertson
(Research and Development Center, University af Texas, 1981);
The Scientific Basis of the Art of Teaching by N.L. Gage (Teachers
College Press, 1978); Effedive Instruction by T. Le,,n (ASCD,
1981); School Teacher by D.C. Lortie (University of Chicago Press,
1973); Research in Teaching: Concepts, Findings and Implica-
tions by Peterson and Walberg (McCutchan, 1979), and Fifteen
Thousand Hours by M. Rutter (Harvard University Press, 1079).
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GOOD SCHOOLS

In each school, many different but interdependent factors
combine to create an ecosystem, with a particular ethos and
ambience, that will determine how good learning conditions are
far each student. It is important to view each school almost as
an arganism and to realize that changes in ane ar twa or even
several camponents may have na effect at all on such a camplex
system af human relatianships and institutional checks and
balances. Some changes may be negated by others and must
be observed in the context af the whale system. The effects of
other changes may not br perceivable in isolation and will only
appear in some holistic measure of the system's general
well-being.

Inside this ecosystem, the major components that directly
impinge an each student's learning opportunities are:

The teachers their knowledge. arriiudes towc 3 themselves
and their students and their pedagogy, i.e., ft.,=! way they
teach

The explicit curriilum what is taught, how much time is
devated to this or that, etc.

The implicit curriculum that combination of rules, regula-
tions, human interactions, resources, logistics and design
features that establishes, largely unconsciously, the !earning
environment
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The teachers and their pedagogy, the explicit curriculum and the
learning environment all condition four factors that powerfully
affect achievement: expectatiL Is, style of instruction (e.g ,
lecture, "hands-on," collaborat;on, etc.), amount of time spent
actually engaged in learning and relevance of what is learned
to the students themselves. These factors determine each
student's "access to 1.(nowledge." Expectations, i nstructicna I style,
efficient and balanced use of time and relevant content are
heavily influenced by:

The leadership of the principal. Research tells us that
principals ca n be instructional leaders, heavily involved in
interaction with teachers and in selecting instructional
materials.

The degree to which teacLier4 are icolated or are able to col-
laborate. Teachers who islands," cut off from productive
interchange with other teachers, are likely to find professional
growth difficult.

The training preservice and inservice of teachers and
administrators. As important as hov. teachers are initially
trained is the frequency and quality of special training during
their working years.

The available human and financial resources Good teachers
must be available as well as adequate facilities, materials
and programs.

The institutional constraints, such as Carnegie units, state or
district mandated curriculum, minutes per class hour, number
of students per class, size of school, etc.

The leadership of the principal, training of the teachers, the
resources, curriculum and institutional constraints are "givens"
for any school. For the most part, they are i.ot perct ed as
"chosen." They have either derived from luck and tradition, been
imposed from outside by community or state goals and values,
or accreted through years of unrelated decisions by literally
thousands of people. They too are influenced by other factors:
the quality of teacher and administrator training institutions, the
leadership of district superintendents, court decisions involving
finance or desegregation, state or federal inservice education
programs and so on.
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All of these things considered, some schools still perform better
than others, irrespective of the populations they serve. Two
schools can both serve disadvantaged communities, but one may
do so more effectively and with better results than the other.
Research has shown that there are great differences from school
to school in the amount of ti me allocated for academic work, the
amount of time students are engaged in classroom learning, the
amountof energy consumed in maintaining discipline and many
other factors affecting students' opportunities to learn. Good,
effective schools, then, not only embrace the characteristics of
good teachers and t!-.e optimum conditions for learning, but:

Everyone knows what must be donewhere the school is
heading, what it is trying to accomplish, what the priorities
are and how curriculum, instruction and evaluation work in
concert to further the school's goals.

Effective schools generate a strong sense of community.
People are working together, not in isolation, in pursuit of
common goals and in response to shared values. Parent and
community involvement is sought, respected and publicized.

Strong leadersadministrators ond teachers seta positive
and often enthusiastic tone for achievement, keep the focus on
sound instruction and lead.

All staff have high expectations for students, believing that
all students can learn.

Students' learning progress is measured in a number of dif-
ferent ways, watched closely and analyzed periodically to see
that their needs are being met.

Incentives and awards make success and recognition avail-
able to every student at numerous points in his or her
development.

Teachers :.J.:- given staff development opportunities that mesh
with thr school's carefully considered plans for improvement.

Disruptions in the school day and noninstructtona I time are
minimized, and the school environment is safe and orderly.
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These research findings do not constitute o simple checklist of
what 3 school should do to be effective Rather, they give us an
idea about how, why and under what circumstances certain
practices work better than others.

For more information about effective schools, read The Effective
Principal by Blumberg and Greenfield (Allyn and Bacon, 1980),
Effective Secondary Sctiools by W.B. Brookover (Philadelphia:
Research for Better Schools, Inc., 1981); The Principal as
Instructional Leader(Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
1980), Elementary School Principals and Their Schools by
Goldhammer and Becker (Eugene, Ore.: Center for the Advanced
Study of Educational Administration, 1971); Principal Differ-
ences: Excellence in School Leadership and Management by
Huff, Lake and Schaalman (McBer and Co., 1981); Effective
Principal, Effective School (National Association of Secondary
School Principals, 1981); Considering the Research: What Makes
an Effective School; and School Effectiveness by Madaus,
Airasian and Kellaghan (McGraw-Hill, 1980).

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
GOOD TEACHERS AND GOOD SCHOOLS

1. Read the research suggested here.

2. Visit schools that have been identified as "good." Every state
has some; check with the state education agency.

3. Talk with teachers and principals in these "good" schools.
...
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RECENT REFORM REPORTS

"There is considerable consensus across the
reports. . . ."
Ten major reports, published in 1983 and 1984, collectively
address six areas of needed reform: (1) a definition of education
goals and roles of schools and other institutions in reaching
those goals; (2) broad coalitions and partnerships necessary for
renewal; (3) better access to knowledge; (4) revision of explicit
curriculum; (5) assessment of implicit curriculum; and (6) higher
levels of achievemeni, including improving instruction, better
use of time, improved leadership, etc. Although all the reports
have a similar focus, each differs in its specific suggestions and
conclusions.

In 1983 and 1984, ten major reports on education appeared:

A Nation at Risk, Notional Commission on Excellence in Education
Action for Excellence, ECS Tosk Force on Education for Economic
Growth

Academic Preparation for College, College Entro me Exam i nation
Board Educational Equality Project

Making the Grade, Twenrieth Century Fund
America's Competitive Challenge, Business-Hi gher Education
Forum
The Paideia Proposal, Mortimer Adler and the Poideia Group
High School, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching

Meeting the Need for Quality, Southern Regional Education
Board

A Place Called School, John I. Goodlod
Horace's Compromise, Theodore Size,
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More maicr reports are coming and dozens of less-publicized
local, state or regional reports have beer released. Although
each report has its own particular focus, there is considerable
consensus across the reports about the urgent need for reform
and what needs to be done. There are great differences in the
specificity of the reports, their suggestions for how to do what
needs to be done and how strong a role federal, state or local
leaders should play in renewal. Collectively, the reports address
needed reform in six general areas:

1. There must be clear definition of the goals of education, the
unique role of the schools in reaching those goals and the
roles other institutions can play in a society with many means
of educating its citizens besides schools.

2 Broad coalitions and partnerships are necessary for renewal.
Our education system can no longer be perceived as an
isolated institution that somehow gets into or out of trouble by
itself. Correlatively, if there are to be broader coalitions
working to improve education, there must be better informa-
tion available and better information flow between and
among the many levels of government, agencies, partners,
educators and publics involved. Already, for example,
business (by supplying personnel and equipment) and post-
secondary institutions (by offering special opportunities for
teacher inservice tra i n ing) are cooperating with K -12 schools
to instill new technological skills in students.

3. There must be better access to knowledge in the schools in
order to provide every child the maximum possible
conditions for learning. Lessons and materials must be pre-
sented in ways that make learning easy and exciting for
students.

4. The explicit curriculum needs revision to include new
material, to prune extraneous material and to highlight new
skills mentioned but not taught in the current curriculum. For
example, history and science courses need to be updated or
supplemented regularly.

5. The implicit curriculum the circumstances surrounding
teaching and learning needs to be brought into conscious-
ness and assessed to determine how it is forwarding or in-
hibiting learning.
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6 We need higher levels of achievement and more students
involved in

Higher level skills such as analysis, evaluctian and syn-
thesis (students shauld be able ta pull together informa-
tion fram a variety of saurces i e., books, media, ather
peaple, their awn experienceicategarize it, decide
whether it is valid and came ta reasonable conclusions)

Skills in learning haw to learn, i.e., taking advantage af
the available learning canditians, nat anly in the class-
room, but in libraries, media and even in play

Mathematics, science and foreign languages

and we need ta analyze the schools' rales in fastering

Career preparatian and vocatiana I education

Nonacademic gaols such as good citizenship, ability ta
wark with athers, self-canfidence, etc.

SAT SCORE AVERAGES FOR
COLLEGE-BOUND SENIORS, 1974-84

Verbal Mathematical

1974 444 480
1975 434 472
1976 431 472
1977 429 470
1978 429 468
1979 427 467
1980 424 466
1981 424 466
1982 426 467
1983 425 468
1984 426 471 Source. College Board.
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PERCENTAGE OF 1982 HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATES WHO MET CURRICULAR
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL
COMMISSION ON EXCELLENCE IN
EDUCATION, BY SUBJECT AREA AND
SELECTED SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS: 1982

Characteristic All Recommendations

All graduates 1.8%

Grade span of school
K-12 1.5
9-12 1.8
10-12 2.0

School enrollment size
Less than 600 1.0
600 to 1,800 24
More than 1,800 1.5

Region
New England 3.6
Middle Atlantic 5.3
South Atlantic 13
East South Central 01
West South Central 0.2
East North Central 0.8
West North Central 14
Mountain 1.2
Pacific 0.8

Community type
Urban 18
Suburban 20
Rural 1.5

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Higher
School and Beyond Studt , transcript of unpublished tabulations (October 1983).
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It is with regard to the sixth area that many specific suggestions
far reform have been made. These cluster around:

Improving our system of instruction and pedagogy

Better use of time in the school day, in the classroom and
through the year

Better teacher preparation and mare attractive teacher career
ladders and work environments

Better management of the school and classroom

Greater accountability far the resu Its of schooling

Improved leadership within the school

A final area, addressed particularly by Goodlad and Sizes, is
this: we need to bridge the gap between our ideals and our
practice. Education has received good advice from outside and
within far aver a hundred years. Every state in America can
produce lofty and comprehensive documents rich in idealism.
But research establishes again and again that we do not practice
what we preach. Unless we understand the social and institu-
tional constraints that have made it impossible to honor our
ideals in the past, our renewal recommendations will only
contribute to an already vast but unread library.

Far a synthesis of the various reform reports see A Summary of
Major Reports on Education by the Education Commission of the
States. Action for Excellence and its 1984 fallawup report Action
in the States can also be ordered from ECS. See also, Charting
a Course: A Guide to the Excellence Movement in Education by
Ian MrNett (Council far Basic Education, 1984).
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CHANGING SCHOOLS

"Schools are more like organisms than
machines. . . ."
There is no "quick fix" for education. To begin with, we need to
look for the vital signs of health, such as student, parent and
teacher satisfaction, flexibility, creativity, productivity and
optimism.

The greatest obstacles to changes in education are lack of
self-knowledge, demands of managing large groups of students,
isolation, poor training and lack of vision.

Experience also suggests citizens want schools to meet four
major goals: academic, vocational, civic and social, and
personal development. Schools seldom know how well they are
doing in each area. Hence, standards should be established by
each school that would increase self-awareness and measure
progress.
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We know now that education is only a "loosely coupled" system
and that averly rationalistic madels of teaching and administer-
ing schools are inadequate Change strategies must rest an the
deeper understanding af the school environment that research
and experience have made availableta us ar they will nat wark.

Education is an art, not a science. Neither educatian itself nor
the institutions we have created ta inculcate it are remately like
praductian lines in which changes can be made at variaus Nay
statians, guaranteeing better praducts at the end af the line. We
must free ourselves from misleading metaphars, grandiose
visions af sweeping change and our deep hunger far quick fixes.
Schools are more like arganisms than machines. They are
arrangements of persanal relationships built upon varying
degrees af trust and mistrust, personal gaals campramised by
social goals, varying degrees of responsibility and freedom to
choose, and conflicting ambitions. Rather than thinking about
how to tu ne up an engine, we should be thinking about how ta
restare health and hope to an ailing organism. That can only be
dane by carefully abserving the organism, its environment and
the stresses with which it is trying to cope. Some vital signs af
health ta look far in each school are acceptable levels of
satisfactionof students, parents, teachers and administrators;
flexibility; creativity in salving problems; productivity; and
optimism, for starters.

John I. Good lad has been a careful abserver af schools far
decades. In his recent study A Place Called School, he found
that schools differed markedly in these and other halistic vital
signs. He concludes that renewal can only came about one school
at a time and the process must begin with a careful look at the
school as an ecasystem, an organism with a distinct personality
congenial or inimical to growth and change. Fram his point af
view, the greatest abstacles to change are:

Lack of self-knowledge. Few schools knaw what they need to
know to change: exactly what their functions are; how rele-
vant instruction is to camm unity needs; haw teachers are
teaching; how they have distributed resources acrass learning
areas; how access to knowledge varies far different students;
how much time is really spent on instruction; what their
priorities a re; and more. Without such knowledge, people
within the school cannot determine if there is any difference
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between what they think they are daing and what they are
really doing. They cannat be canvinced there is any need for
change, and if they were, they wauld not know where ta start

The demands of managing large groups of students irk a
small place theclassroom. These demands determine and
limit the ways people teach. Mast teachers have adapted a
lecture approach that leaves students aut of any important
decisians, relegates students ta passive rales, rules aut cal-
la borative and hands-an activities and discourages extended
discussian, reading or writing. Even teachers wha have
learned ather ways of teaching find these demands sa insis-
tent that they musteventually succumb ta thedaminant peda-
gogy even thaugh they knaw it is inferior.

Isolation of teachers fram a ne another, af teachers and
administratorseven, ironically, of teachers fram students.
Change has na chance if the people we expect ta change are
cut off from one another and have no supportfar collabora-
tion cr.-icallegiality.

Training. Most teachers simply da not knaw haw to teach
higher-order skills ar to I i ik facts ta concepts, or how to
evaluate writing or give students a larger rale in their
education.

Lack of vision. Even "advantaged" schools appear ta have na
interest in trying new approaches that run agai nst practices
that have prevailed far over 50 years. Thus, poor schools
resist cha nge because "we're so busy trying ta keep our heads
above water" and good schools resist change because they
see na reason ta change! The structure of the schools farces
emphasis ta be always on shart-term consideratians.
EducatiJn is braken into so many little unitsgrades, terms,
units, 50-minute class periads and spread acrass sa many
teachers and schools that hardly anyone ever takes a long
view about anything.
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To provide each child with such optimal conditions for learning
as can be obtained in an institutional setting, each school must
find the time over the next year or two to ta ke a good hard look
at itself. Each school could establish an "index of satisfaction,"
as simple as a grading system from A to F or as elaborate as
the instruments used by researchers to create school case studies.
Students, teachers, administrators, aides and parents could be
asked a common set of questions and a set of questions particular
to their sphere of experience and expertise.

Goodlad found teacher satisfaction to be a good predictor of
school quality. But the effective schools research establishes a
number of other indicators, any of which could easily become
part of a satisfaction questionnaire. Such a questionnaire should
provide answers to such questions as:

Which groups students, teachers, parents or administrators
are most satisfied?

What are the major strengths and problems each group
identifies? How do their perceptions differ?

Whut ideas do people in each group have for addressing
problems?

How well do people i-i each group seem to understand the
responsibilities and problems faced by people in the other
groups?

Which of the four i 11%.1 jor sets of school goals academic,
vocational, personal developmentand civic do people in
each group see receiving most and least emphasis in the
school?

The answers to such questions become raw material for
discussion and debate about what the school is doing as well as
how satisfied people are with its progress. This leads naturally
to discussion about the goals of schooling and what is being
done to meet them. Experience suggests that citizens want their
schools to meet four major goals:
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Academic. They want students to obtain a sound grounding in
reading, writing, mathematics, literature, history and sa an.

Vocational. They want students to know about the world of
work and be prepared to enter it with appropriate knowledge,
skills, attitudes and work habits.

Civic and social. They want students to appreciate the values
of this and other societies, to know how to be useful citizens
and to know haw to get along with others.

Personal development. They want students to develop con-
fidence in themselves, develop independence and judgment,
be able to make moral choices and understand themselves
sufficiently to grow and learn productively.

Each of these major goals is supported by a strong constituency,
but ail the goals are considered "very important" in survey after
survey. So each school must deal with all four gaols. What it
needs to know, however, in order to set the stage for renewal,
is exactly how it is addressing each gaol and with what measure
of success.

Goodlcd and others found marked differences in the ways
schools distributed resources between the first two goals; some
schools were for more heavily committed to vocational goals
than others, although, interestingly, the people in the more
vocationally oriented schools did not really know how their
resources were distributed. It behooves each school, then, to
determine haw many teachers and what percentage of school
time are devoted to different goals and the curricula tied to the
goals. With that information in hand, a school can begin to
establish resource priorities. Goodlad suggests that 1 8% of a
high school student's program should be devoted to literature
and language, 1 8% to mathematics and science, 1 5% to social
studies, to the arts and to vocational education, leaving 10% for
individual chcice. Supposing that a school chase similar
proportions as a target, the question to ask after a study wou Id
be whether such a balance could be achieved given the present
distribution of resources.

Between the major goals endorsed by almost everyone and the
day-to-day activities of teachers there lies a host of subgools,
objectives, subobjectives, curricular guidelines and mandates,
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textbook goals and objectives and subobje, ves, warkbooks,
tests, assignments. lessan plans and accat. )datians ta
available time, resaurces, interruptians, exp- ience and training.
Somewhere in this maze, the intentians behind the goals get last
artransfarmed beyand recognitian. Here lie the bones af many
a nable suggestian far reform. Some teachers are advancing
taward these goals and knaw it; same are advancing taward
them but think they aren't; many mast, if Good lad is carrel
think they cre advancing taward them but are nat. Teachers

helping each ather, aided by inservice ar preservice programs
and with stran,- 'ositive leadership by the principal are going
ta have ta cN its vexing gap between what is preached and
what is praL -ed. In finding out mare about what they are doing

haw they are spending their time, haw students interpret their
efforts, haw respected cal leagues seem ta accomplish mare, etc.

teachers can lay the graundwark for an impraved pedagagy
and an impraved curriculum.

Mast research indicates that mare efficient use af time and
impraved teaching methods cauld greatly imprave each student's
opportunity ta experience optimal conditions far learning. But
teachers need ta knaw mare about haw they spend their time
and haw they are teaching if they are ta be enlisted in the effart
ta imprave education. And they need ta find these things aut
themselves thraugh positive, nanthreatening processes that build
prafessiana I skills and enhance self respect. Alang the way, they
will identify many administrative and logistical factars that
inhibit their ability ta da their jobs as well as they wauld like
ta. These factars must then became the subjects af far-ranging
discussions thraughaut the school. Some af them will be "givens"
beyand the school's pawer to alter. Many of 'hem will be
alterable if the desire for change is strang enaugh.

What are the standards each school shau Id be striving ta meet?
It depends, af caurse upon where each school finds itself. Ta
begin with, standards can be simply expectations that the school
will da a time audit within the next year ar sa; will examine
resouro;s; will initiate dialogue about goals, structural canstraints
an teaching and such issues as tracking ar the relationship af
vocatianal educatian programs ta the rest af the curriculum.
Having begun, a school can set mare specific standards: we want
our satisfaction rating to rise, we want our wasted time reduced
20% by next year, we want faur inservice programs an teaching
higher-level skills, etc.
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Testing should, of :ourse, continue, but no longer as the sole
source of information about p. :gress. Many schools could decide,
after a thorough time audit, that testing is taking up more ti me
than the utility of the results would ju-eify. And since many of
the skills we now want teachers to devel- difficult to assess
with multiple-choice tests, we would exj.. ,chools to change
and broaden their tests considerably. Appropriate standards for
tests and schoolwide ossessments will vary from school 4o school.
Obviously a basic stanc rd is for scores to go up on school and
nationally standardized tests, rather than down. But they cannot
go up forever and, if tl y're already high they may not reflect
positive changes in attitude and achievement at all. That is why
they cannot be the sole indicator of progress and must be
accompanied by a range of other indicators such as attitude
surveys, individual work folders, teacher judgments, time audits
and parent feedback. Vital signs of a healthy ecosystem, such
as flexibility, creativity, optimism and collaboration should also
be assessed through interviews, observation and questionnaires.

To accomplish this increased self-awareness, each school may
well want to establish an interdisciplinary policy committee or
"change team" led by experienced teachers and the principal. If
the school determines it wants to enter into partnerships with
business groups or other schools, representation could include
outsiders. The most important aspect of this process, however, is
that it be under the control of the school itself, not an outside
agency. The people who live with decisions to change their
environment must take the responsibility for those changes if
they are to have lasting value. And problems must be seen and
attacked as part of a system, not as isolated features of the school.

For more on this subject, read A Place Called School by John
Goodlad (McGraw-Hill, 1983); Effective Organizational Renewal
in School by R.C. Williams (McGraw-Hill, 1974); The Culture of
the School and the Problem of Change by S.B. Sarason (Allyn
and Bacon, 1971); The Role of the Principal in Change by
Rosenblum and Jostrzab (Abt Associates, n.d.) and Implementing
Organizational Innovations by Gross and Giaquinto (Basic
Books, 1971).
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THE RENEWAL PROCESS
OUTSIDE THE
'SCHOOL BUILDING

'The schools need help in puffing new ideas
to work. . . ."
State departments of education and school districts can provide
the support needed by schools in managing the changeprocess
and putting new ideas to work.

Both states and districts should have targets and standards to
aim for, including process standards that describe the plans and
programs that districts and states should aim to have in place
within the next several years. They should also collect "output"
indicators that would include a broadrange of qualitative and
descriptive, as well as quantitative, data on such topics as test
scores, pupil/teacher ratios, absentee and dropout rates, teacher
attrition, etc.

The schools need heap in acquiring self-knowledge, managing
the change process, examining alternative improvements and
putting new ideas to work. They need the time to do these things
and the necessary information, measurement tools and special-
ized expertise.

District central offices can provide these things as well as the
moral support and reinforcement the effort requires. District
personnel can conduct studies that individual schools cannot
or that are best carried out on a larger scale. District experts
can help assess costs and can collect and share information
about the renewal efforts of various schools. Districts can set
ranges for balancing the curriculum or improve the process by
which principals are selected to provide the right kinds of
leadership for each school. Large districts can establish centers
for the study of alternative curricula and new ways to teach.
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Intermediate units, rechnical assistance centers, state depart-
ments of education z.nd business/industry partners with ap-
propnate expertise can support each district in the same ways
the district is supporting renewal of each school. They can
synthesize research, cosponsor seminars and workshops,
supply experts, create measurement devices and build net-
works among the schools and districts undergoing renewal.

The state is ultimately responsible for articulating a set of
comprehensive, conceptually consistent education goals,
creating incentives for renewal, clearing roadblocks to
change and, in general, legitimating the entire process.
State experts can develop and disseminate material about
alternative pedagogies, currictilar design and successful
improvement efforts.

Both districts and states should have targets and standards to
aim for. Just as test scores alone will not suffice for individual
schools, they are necessary but insufficient indicators for districts
and states. Some of the indicators will have to be quantitative

test scores, attendance figures, percentages of 10th graders
exposed to a balanced curriculum, etc. and some must be
qualitative satisfaction indices, evaluation team reports cr
positive feedback from the business world or higher education
institutions.

What might some such standards be? Here are some examples.
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STATE AND DISTRICT
PROCESS STANDARDS

Process standards describe the plans and programs districts and
states should aim to have in place within the next several years,
to stimulate and guide the process of school renevii. if such
programs are in place, public consciousness of renewal will be
high, broad coalitions will be committed to the effort, appropriate
information will be available for discussion and debate and the
capability of each school to effect change will be enhanced.

STATES

1. Using a model for bringing about change that is most
appropriate and effective for your state (e.g., it could be
initiated by the governor, the chief state school officer, a task
force, or it could filter up from local districts), develop a com-
prehensive state plan for school improvement that includes:

Ample input from business., government, education, labor
and lay citizens

Clear assignment of responsibility toall maior actors in the
education enterpr Ise (governors, key legislative committees,
chief state school officers, teachers, superintendents, etc.)

Attention to all curricular areas, including vocational
education, the arts, etc

Three different models for improving the appropriateness,
quality and quantity of instruction

Clear and frequently used channels of communication
between all involved actors, agencies, associations, etc.

Mechanisms for providing assistance to districts

Widespread media coverage and thoughtful dissemina-
tion of information toa II actors and the general public
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2. Include long-range plans for improving teacher and admin-
istrator training and public appreciotion for their hard work.
Elements should cover:

Certification requirements for both teachers and odmin-
istrators

Career ladders for teachers

A hc. -d look at teacher training institutions and plans for
their improvement

Permanent ar periodic state-funded institutes far training
current principals and teachers in school effectiveness
techniques

Criteria for evaluating teacher and principal effectiveness

3 Publicize the plan widely and provide mechon isms for further
public input and continuing dialogue about major issues.

4. Analyze the flow of informotion about education in your state,
spot potential roadblocks to progress or sources of friction and
misunderstanding, and devise ways to improve information
flow and resolve conflicts.

5. Convene state and district people who compile the statistics
necessary for monitoring progress and develop a plan for
gathering, coordinal ;rig, analyzing and publicizing those key
statistics in an accurate, efficient and easily understandable
form.

6. Use state "clout" to helpdistricts and schools set up partner-
ships with local business, industry or labor organizations.

7. Allocate funds far renewal and establish incentives for
creative approaches to improved education.

8. Develop plans far reviewing the textbook adoption process
and criteria employed in evaluating textbooks and materials
for appropriateness and quality.
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9 Layout plans for reexamining state education goals and
their links to curriculum and pedagogy. Goals should be
broadened to include new skills, prioritized, conceptually
harmonized and disseminated to districts.

10. Set up plans for reexamining state testing and assessment
programs and measuring achievement and attitude changes
periodically.

1 1 . Sponsor "centers of excellence," pilot schools and laboratories
devoted to improving the curriculum and teaching practices.

12. Develop plans for introducing technology into the system in
ways that maxernize its utility and minimize the"Tower of
Babel" effect

DISTRICTS

Districts, depending on their size and staff expertise, could be
engaging in activities 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11 and 12.

"OUTPUT" INDICATORS FOR
STATES AND DISTRICTS

The further away one gets from individual schools, the more
abstract our information becomes nl)out what is going on in
them. As information becomes more abstract, important shades
and subtleties disappear; great improvements in one area of the
state may be washed out by difficulties somewhere else.
Statistical indicators tend to i egress toward the mean and
important changes do not show up as "statistically significant"
in the data. People all over the state could be convinced that
great changes had taken place but be unable to "prove it" with
data aggregcted across so many different districts and schools.
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Accordingly, everyone charged wih aggregating data and
reporting result: must share the limitations of current measure-
ment techniques with all who will be interpreting and using the
results. And every effort should be made to create a broad range
of indicators rather than relying on just a few. If you cast a broad
net, you're more likely to get more fish and more different kinds
of fish. It would be a shame if an effort as complex and
wide-ranging as school renewal were evaluated inadequately.

Quantitative data should be accompanied by qualitative and
descriptive data. A state could appoint an evaluation team, for
instance, which might visit key schools and report about the
activities and ambience it finds in different kinds of schools.
Districts could combine their quantitative data with reports on
schools' time audits, satisfaction indices and morale reports.

In addition to polls, test scores, descriptive data, interpretive
judgments of knowledgeable leaders and summaries of
evaluation visits and case studies, states with districts' help
should cont:nue to collect quantitative indicators such as the
following

Enrollments in public and private schools

Pupil/teacher ratios

Cost/pupil indicators

Percentage of students exposed to a balanced curriculum

Percentage of studer ts by race, sex and socioeconomic status
in regular, low track and remedial courses

Percentage of students in preprimary programs

Absentee and dropout rates

Average minutes/day per course, type of school

Teacher attrition rates

Teacher preparation statistics
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TO HELP SCHOOLS MOVE
TOWARD RENEWAL

I. Find out what is being done now in your state.

2. Check with your governor's office, your state legislator, state
and local school boards, recognized education experts.

3. Learn from successful programs in other states and apply or
modify them for your own state, or help decision makers do it.

4. If you see progress, get behind it. Talk about it. Offer to help.

5. If you do not see progress, initiate it, or bring the lack of
progress to the attention of those who make decisions on
education policy.
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MORE INFORMATION
ON THE ISSUES

The Education Commission of the States publishes materials and
answers questions a bout a wide array of issues. Short, readable
syntheses of information about major topics are ava liable in the
ECS Issuegram series, which includes the following titles:

No. Title

TEACHERS AND TEACHING

1. Research Firdings on Effective Teaching and Schools
5. Collective Bargaining Issues Continue
7. Testing for Teacher Certification

23. State Policies To Screen or,d Attract Teachers
24. Teacher Shortages in the Next Decade
37. Teachers' Rights to Free Speech and Academic Freedom
41. Restructuring Careers in Teaching
45. Quality of Teachers: Standards and Incentives
49. Home Instruction

SCHCOL IMPROVEMENT AND EDUCATION EXCELLENCE

1. Research Findings on Effective Teaching and Schools
5. Low-Cost School Improvement

11. State Programs of School Improvement
38. State Strategic Planning for Technology
45. Society Challenges Education

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

2. Achievement Trends in the Arts
6. Achievement in Mathematics and Science
9. How Well Can Students Reocl and Write?

16. Student Achievement in Public and Private Schools
20. Student Minimum Competency Testing
36. Legal Rules for Student Competency Testing
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LAW AND EDUCATION

10. Special Education and the Low
12. Compulsory Schooling and Nontraditional Education
22. Regulation of Postsecondory Institutions: Model Legislation
27. School Finance Litigation
33. Prayer, the Bible and the Public Schools
34. Curriculum and the Constitution
35. Sex Equity in Public Education
36. Legal Rules for Student Competency Testing
37. Teachers' Rights to Free Speech and Academic Freedom
44. Race Equity in Education
48. New Plans for Teachers. Legal Requirements
49. Home Instruction

SCHOOL FINANCE

19. Tuition Tax Credits
21. Improving Higher Education Through Budget Incentives
25. School Finance Equity
26. School Finance Reform: Post, Present and Future
27. School Finance Litigation
28. Programs for Special Student Populations
32. Implementing the Education Block Grant
43. School Facilities and Deferred Maintenance
47. Equity and Excellence: Finance Implications

GOVERNANCE

15. Setting Up Blue Ribbon Commissions
29. Responding to Change: Goals for State Public Education
30. State Structures of Elementary/Secondary Governance
31. The State Legislative Voting Process in Education
32. Implementing the Education Block Grant
42. Boards, Departments, Chiefs and State Education Policy

HIGHER EDUCATION

21. Improving Higher Education Through Budget Incentives
22. Regulation of Postsecondory Institutions: Model Legislation
40. Postsecondory Program Review
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ALSO AVAILABLE

4. Adult Learning: A Molar Trend
8. Energy Education: Another Passing Fad?

14. The Four-Day School Week
18. School Programs To Prevent Drug Abuse
39. Migrant Education
50. Direct Writing Assessments in the States

In addition, full reports are available on such issues as:

School finance

Teacher quality

Pay-for-performonce systems

School improvement

Governance

Equity

Private education and home study

Legal issues in such areas as teacher testing and handicapped
education

Postsecondary education

For more state-by-state financial data, ask ECS for its two-page
wall chart, School Finance at a Glance.

For information about what states are doing to improve
education, ask ECS for Action in the States (1984).
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OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

National Center for Education Statistics, Washington, D.C.

National Institute of Education, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Commerce Department, Bureau of the Census,
Washington, D.C.

State data centers: outlets far U.S. Census data in each state.
Write Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C. 20230 fora list of cente.s.

State demography offices

State education agencies and/or state boards of education
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STATE-BY-STATE

lairl1615
Operating

School
Districts,
1983-84

Per-Capita Per-Pupil
Income apense

( % of
National Averages)

1981-82
Per-Pupil
Expense
in Dollars

ALABAMA 128 78 54 2,063

ALASKA 53 146 196 6,429

ARIZONA 217 92 76 2,462

ARKANSAS 367 76 69 1,841

CALIFORNIA 1,029 113 98 2,671

COLORADO 181 111 98 2,914

CONNECTICUT 165 124 120 3,189

DELAWARE 19 106 125 3,198

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 1 131 130 3,792

FLORIDA 67 99 99 2,528

GEORGIA 187 86 78 1,862

HAWAII 1 105 107 2,862

IDAHO 116 81 74 1,996

ILLINOIS 1,007 109 109 2,936

INDIANA 305 90 80 2,306

'OWA 439 97 105 2,826

KANSAS 305 106 104 2,815

KENTUCKY 180 80 7C 1,857

LOUISIANA 66 92 97 2,829

MAINE 228 81 88 2,205

MARYLAND 24 110 117 3,235

MASSACHUSETTS 376 109 505 3,137

MICHIGAN 571 99 121 3,145
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K-12
K-12 Minority Teachers Uerage

Total K-12 Students Totals reacher
Enrollment, % of % of % of Salaries
Fall 1982 Total, Change, Change 1983-84

(Thousands) 1980 1970-80 1970-81 in Dollars

724 34 7 + 4 18,000
89 28 + 11 +48 36,564

510 34 + 5 +36 21,605
433 24 2 + 11 16,929

4,065 43 + 16 + 12 26,403
545 22 i 3 +23 22,545
486 17 + 5 + 8 22,624
93 29 + 7 12 20,925
91 96 NA 31 27,659

1,4P1') 32 + 4 +20 19,545
1,054 34 + 1 + 28 18,505

162 75 NA + 10 24,357
203 8 + 4 + 22 18,640

1,890 29 + 7 7 23,345
1,000 12 + 2 + 2 21,587

505 4 + 2 4 20,140
407 13 + 4 + 1 19,598
651 9 0 + 5 19,780
776 43 + 2 + 10 19,100
212 1 0 4 17,128
699 34 + 9 4 24,
909 i 1 + 5 + 13 22,50C

1,761 21 + 6 + 15 28,877
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51

Operating
School

Districts,
1983-84

Per-Capita Per-Pupil
Ir.:ome Expense

(% of
National Averages)

1981-82
Per-Pupil
Expense
in Dollars

MINNESOTA 433 101 109 2,905

MISSISSIPPI 154 70 68 1,706

MISSOURI 546 92 84 2,342

MONTANA 546 86 101 2,998

NEBRASKA 955 96 97 2,704

NEVADA 17 108 82 2,424

NEW HAMPSHIRE 158 97 83 2,502

NEW JERSEY 592 118 141 3,515

NEW MEXICO 88 83 96 2,703

NEW YORK 728 111 146 4,' -I

NORTH CAROLINA 142 81 88 2,099

NORTH DAKOTA 283 98 104 2,729

OHIO 615 96 92 2,492

OKLAHOMA 615 102 99 2,667

OREGON 307 93 125 3,299

PENNSYLVANIA 500 99 110 3,050

RHODE ISLAND 40 97 124 3,040

SOUTH CAROLINA 92 77 69 1,876

SOUTH DAKOTA 195 87 81 2,300

TENNESSEE 142 80 71 1,895

TEXAS 1,099 103 79 2,229

UTAH 40 80 67 1,931

VERMONT 274 86 99 2,763

VIRGINIA 139 100 90 2,397

WASHINGTON 299 104 104 2,650

WEST VIRGINIA 55 79 88 2,59?

WISCONSIN 432 97 116 2,935

WYOMING 49 111 125 3,417

15,567 100% 100% 2,724
average
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Total K-12
Enrollment,
Fall 1982

(Thousands)

K-12 Minority
Students

% of % of
Total, Change,
1980 1970-80

K-12 Teachers
Totals

% of
Change
1970-81

Average
Teacher
Salaries
1983-84
in Oollars

715 6 + 3 - 2 24,480

468 52 + 1 + 8 15,895

803 15 0 0 19,300

152 15 + 8 + 11 20,657
269 11 + 3 + 1 18,785

151 19 + 5 +45 23,000
160 1 + 1 + 31 17,376

1,173 28 + 8 + 4 23,044
269 57 + 9 + 23 20,760

2,719 32 + 7 -11 26,750
1,097 32 + 1 + 13 18,014

117 4 + 2 - 9 20,363
1,860 15 + 2 - 8 21,421

594 21 + 5 + 20 1 t1,490

448 9 + 4 + 4 22,833
1,784 15 + 2 0 22,800

139 8 + 3 - 1 24,641

609 44 + 2 + 12 17,500

124 8 + 2 - 8 16,480

828 25 + 3 + 15 17,900

2,986 46 + 9 + 23 20,100

370 7 + 1 + 14 20,256
91 1 + 1 + 6 17,911

976 28 + 3 + 16 19,867
739 14 + 7 + 4 24,780 NA = not avo'iable.
375 4 - 1 + 32 17,482

785 9 + 3 + 5 23,000
Source:

National Center for
107 8 - 1 + 45 24,500 Education Statistic,

39,643 27 + 6 + 3 22,019
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TRENDS IN EDUCATION:
50 STATES AND D.C.
1972 -73 to 1992 -93

(Numbers in Thousands)

Characteristic 1972-73 198243

%of Change
1972-73

to
198243

1992-93'
(Prelected)

%of Chong.
1982.-83

to
1992-93

School-age and college-age
populations 2

5-13 years old 35,679 30,431 15 3' 400 10
14-17 years old 16,639 14,963 - 10 14,087 - 13

18 years old 3,976 4,188 5 3,199 -24
18-24 years old 26,076 30,367 16 24,881 -18
25-34 years old 27,6?3 39,481 43 42,548 8
35-44 years old 22,859 28,144 23 39,704 41

Public school districts 17.0 15 93 6
Operating 16.5 15.6 5

Nonoperating 4 .3 -25
Enrollment

Elementary and secondary
K-grade ' 2 50,744 44,743 12 46,378 4

K-8 35,531 30,843 13 34,125 11

9-12 15,213 13,901 -9 12,253 - 12

Public 45,744 39,643 13 41,078 4
K-8 31,831 27,143 -15 30,025 11

9-12 13,913 12,501 10 11,053 - 12

Private' 5,000 5,100 2 5,300 4
K-8 3,700 3,700 0 4,100 11

9-12 1,300 1,400 8 1,200 -14
Higher education

Total 9,215 12,426 35 11,810 -5
Public 7,071 9,696 37 9,284 -4

Private 2,144 2,730 n- 2,526 -7
Men 5,239 6,031 15 5,715 -5

Women 3 976 6,394 61 6,095 -5
Under 25 years old 6,401 7,580 18 6,063 -20

25 years old and over 2,814 4,846 72 5,748 19

Full-time 6,072 7,221 19 6,152 - 15
Part-time 3,142 5,205 66 5,658 9

Undergraduate 7,941 10,825 36 10,096 -7
Graduate 1,066 1,323 24 1,422 7

First-professional 207 278 34 292 5

Full -time equivalent 7,254 9,092 25 8,165 -10

Source: National Center for Education Statistics.
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%of Chong. % of Chomp
1972-73 1982-8?

to 1992-931 to
Chorocteristic 1972-73 1982-83 1982-83 (Protected) 1992-93

Elementary ond secordary
classroom teachers 2,334 2,401 3 2,624 9

Elementary 1,294 1,362 5 1,618 19
Secondory 1,040 1,039 0 1,006 -3

Public 2,103 2,110 0 2,299 9
Elementory 1,140 1,165 2 1,379 18
Secondary 963 945 -2 920 -3

Private` 231 291 26 325 12
Elementary 154 197 28 239 21
Secondary 77 94 22 86 -8

Higher educotion
Senior instructional stoff 500 721 44 648 - 10

3,036 2,916 -4 2,378 -18
Public 2,730 2,626 -4 2,142 -18

Private 306 290 -5 236 -19
Boys 1,500 1,451 -3 1,187 -18
Girls 1,536 1,465 -5 1,191 -19

s

Bochelor's 922 970 5 900 -7
Men 518 480 -7 449 -6

Women 404 490 21 451 -8
First-professionol 50 72 44 68 -6

Me 46 52 13 45 -13
Women 4 21 425 23 10

Master's 263 295 12 285 -3
Men 154 143 -7 135 -6

Women 109 152 39 150 -1
Doctor's 35 3? -6 34 3

Men 29 2: -24 18 -18
Women 6 11 83 16 45

Constant 1981-82 Dollors
Chorocterostic 1972-73 1975-76 1978-79 1981-82

(Billions of Donors)

Current expenditures of public
elementary and secondary schools° 101.6 106 2 109 2 101 0

( Dollors)

Current expenditure per pupil in
average daily nttendance in public
elementary and secondary schools 2,368 2,560 2,781 2,724

(Billions of Donors)

Current funds expenditures of
institutions of higher education' 60 0 64 3 68 0 69 0

Public 38.9 43.3 45 2 45 4
Private 21.1 21 0 22.8 23 6

-- r.: Not opplicable
'Intermediate oltornotive protections ore based on ossumptions ond methodology shown in Prolochons of Education
Statistics I. 1992-93, forthcoming Users should check the acceptability of these ossumptions for their purposes

'Popuiation proloctions ore middle series protections from the Bureau of the Census
'Preliminary
`Estimated
sProlected In 198243
ExcluJes cap.tol outloy and interest
'Excludes mandatory tronsfors from current funds
NOTE Conversion to 1981-82 dollars was don, on the basis of the Consumer Price Index Because of rounding, details

may not odd to totals
r-
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The Education Commission of the States is a nonprofii, - -2.rionwide
interstate compact formed in 1965. The primary purpose of the
commission is to help governors, state legislators, state education
officials and others develop policies to improve the qua:ity of
education at all levels. Forty-eight states, the District of Co:umbia,
American Samoa, P. ) Rico and the Virgin Islands are
members. The KS c aal offices are at 1860 Lincoln Street, Suite
300, Denver, Colorado 80295. The Washington office is in the
Hall of the States, 444 North Capitol Street N.W., Suite 248,

Washington, D.C. 20001.

It is the policy of the Education Commission of the States to take
affirmative action to prevent discrimination in its policies,
programs and employment practices.
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